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Scuttlebutt from the President: 
Hey everyone!  I want to start out by 
giving a big THANKS to club 
secretary Mark Gerges for agreeing 
to host our meeting again this 
month.  Because of scheduling 
problems with the library, we 
needed a spot for February, and 
Mark is graciously opening his home 
to us for the February meeting.  As a 

reminder, his address is 503 Marshall Street in 
Leavenworth, just a few blocks south of the library. 
 
I hope everyone is off and running on both their club 
builds and the club contest.  More about the club builds 

later in the newsletter.  Remember, the club contest this 
year is to use one of our trophy boards in building a 
diorama however you choose--I know there will be some 
great entries.  We will bring them in and determine a 
winner in May, so get cracking!! 
 
Speaking of contests, one of the best in the area is 
coming up on March 14--it's KC CON, hosted jointly by 
IPMS Great Plains and KC AMPS.  Their contest is again at 
the church on State Line Road in KC, and this year's 
theme is "Prototypes and Concepts."  This is really two 
contests in one--armor models are judged by AMPS 
standards, and all others by IPMS standards.  The nice 
thing about AMPS judging is that every model gets a 
score and written critique.  The contest also always has 
great vendors and a great raffle.  Anyway, hope you can 
make it down--I will definitely be there!   
 
See you at Mark's on Wednesday!! 
Shane Curtis 

 

Last meeting recap: The January 21st meeting was well attended, as we discussed the two clubs 

builds we started this month.  The first was the KI84 Frank in 1:48, as Shane handed out kits and we discussed the first 

month’s build (step one only). The other club contest was the water-damaged trophy plaque challenge, and each person 

has until May to complete a diorama on the plaque. 

 

Ed Burgess gave a treasurer’s update, with $1,700 in the bank account.  We are sponsoring a category for KC Con, and 

he also reminded us the our $10 year dues can be paid now.  Timothy Moran updated the club on the issues with room 

scheduling at the library, and then Shane reminded us of upcoming shows and also for the need for kits for our own 

raffle at the 19 Sept contest.  

 

Club Build Corner:  

 

1/48 Tamiya Ki-84 "Frank" (kit #61013).  The Ki-84 was a fighter 

for the Imperial Japanese Army during World War II.  For February, 

the club is doing step 1, and we look forward to sharing everyone’s 

ideas.  Here’s an update from Brooks Lyle’s on his build: 

 

In Progress Review pictures on the cockpit build.  Found the S.B.S. 
Models Resin Detail Set on EBay. It is for the Hasegawa Kit, and uses 
several kit parts such as the back wall of the cockpit tub and seat 
supports. Found a site with photographs of the Hasegawa kit sprues, 
so copied it, sized it to match existing parts of the resin kit then glued 

it to sheet styrene and cut it to size.  Dry fitting it to the hull and it looks like it will work! Now have to do the 
instrument panel and all the little fiddly PE knobs and such.   



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Work in Progress: If you have a project that you are working on and would like to share it with the group, 

please send me a short description and a couple of photos of the work in progress. Here are some club members’ updates: 
 

Brooks Lyles: Resin Figure: Hall’s Delaware Battalion, 1781 from Michael Roberts Ltd 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ed Burgess: kit bashed Sci-Fi scout vehicle 
As many of the Gentle Readers know by now, I like doing off-beat subjects.  Last year I got a first in the Regional with 
an antigravity scout made from repurposed plastic thingies.   Full disclosure: The AG scout was the only entry in its 
category, but it's still a winner.  I've done several fantasy vehicles in addition to a number of armor vehicles. So it 
wasn't hard to start thinking about doing something out of the box. 

So last fall I happened on a painting by Ian McQue, the Scottish artist who did the designs for the flying boats 
that Industria Mechanica has turned into resin models.   I had an old Zvezda kit of the 1940's Russian BT-5 tank that I 
never finished. Not a horrible kit, but somehow I got sidetracked and never got beyond building up the hull.  I looked 
at the BT-5 and immediately began thinking of ways to make the conversion. 

The hull is surprisingly solid, being an inner box and an outer skin.  Interesting riveted panels comprised the 
skin behind the road wheels, which I removed and replaced with plastic sheet.  I used the riveted panels to build the 
tower, decided it was way too tall, and chopped off the bottom inch or so.  Later I decided it was also too wide, so did 
some more surgery and made it more proportional to the hull, plus leaving a space for the driver. 

There was a lot of trial and error, because I was never sure just how this thing would fit together, but I kept 
coming back to the McQue version for inspiration.  After some rooting around in the spares boxes I made the 



connection of some pretty bad road wheels from a Dragon E-10 (paper panzer) and some extra tracks from a Hetzer, 
which, amazingly, fit perfectly. 

But the damn thing looked like a cross between a ferret and a moving van, so I began detailing.  Some extra 
armor out of thick plastic sheet first.  Then, hatches and trim from an AFV Stryker which I modified with a resin body, 
leaving all sorts of delicious bits to play with.  A hatch from the E-10, some panels from a Dragon Panzer I, and pieces 
from a half-built M-48 that I got in a raffle.  A rectangle of PE from some old project and bit of machinery from (I 
think) a 1/35 motorcycle. Starting to shape up! 

After all that I realized it was going to be hard for the crew to get in, so I cut out the back and made it into a 
loading ramp.  Then I put a 1/35 figure in it and realized that was way out of proportion.  Fortuitously we started the 
KI-84 project and it was immediately clear that 1/48 figures would look great.  Doesn't look like there will be a pilot 
with my Frank.  Quarter-scale figures for ground vehicles aren't thick on the ground but I'm sure some will turn up 
and ask to be modified. 

Still need to populate the interior.  I built a simple bench out of plastic strip and will pile miscellaneous 
baggage on, hoping it does not look too much like WWII stowage. Needs a dashboard, which should not be too hard 
to mock up.  Not sure about painting.  I love the color palette of the McQue original but won't follow it very closely. 

So, more to come.  You can see some of the evolution of the vehicle in the unprimed pictures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Brent Sauer: workbench photos and work-in-progress Stug IIIG from Tamiya 

 

 

 



 

 



 

Request for help:  Reminder from member Tim Fincham: Anyone with old built models, unbuilt model kits, 

acrylic paint, or tools they would like to donate to the School of New Beginnings in Lansing it would be most 

appreciated. The kids have had a lot, lot of fun. Also, if you would like to volunteer, Tim will send you the forms to fill 

out and take to the school board office. 

 

Wasting time on the web: from Doug Hall.  Check out the You Tube channel of Hamilkar Barkas.  He’s 

German and has a channel dedicated to the art of modeling.  He has videos on tutorials, historic figures, and reviews 

of kits and some historic places. Check out some of his videos at:  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8ViRTTqZEyFwEVJrD2zVEw 

  

Reminder: New meeting location, this month only: 503 Marshall street, 7:00 p.m. 18 Feb.  

Hope to see you all there! 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8ViRTTqZEyFwEVJrD2zVEw

